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ABOUT THE ATLAS
An atlas is a collection of maps - a 2-D representa-
tion of reality. It serves as a lodestar, a guide for  
the weary traveller through dark nights and 
unfamiliar waters. The Ziauddin Atlas hopes to 
achieve the aims of cartographers of yore. We 
hope to take the complex thoughts and dreams 
that characterise the student body of Ziauddin 
University and chart them on a map; an atlas that 
can be held in your hands and perused at leisure. 
It aims to serve as a navigator for our students as 
they make their way through the often turbulent 
topography of university and young adulthood.

Atlas, as any student of Greek mythology will tell 
you, was a Titan cursed by the gods to forever 
hold up the world on his shoulders. We see the 
Ziauddin Atlas performing a similar task - quietly 
underpinning the university with its regular 
snapshots of the opinions and events that matter 
to the students of this college. Much like the 
anatomical Atlas that holds our heads highs. 
Unlike our mythical namesake, however, we do 
not see this a burden - rather it's a labour of love, 
a humbling responsibility, and an institution that 
we wish to pass on to our fellows.
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Patron’s Note
It was a fine autumn morning, I was in my office 
making a presentation for an upcoming lecture when 
Shahzeb and Wajeeha requested me to patronize this 
publication. Having my plate already full with teach-
ing and post graduate workload, I wondered if I 
would be able to accomplish this additional task. I 
knew that starting a new project from scratch is never 
an easy task and requires extensive effort and 
struggle. However I also felt that years of medical 
education, internship and post graduation were 
gradually turning off the centers of my brain responsi-
ble for deriving pleasures from literature, music and 
art. I wanted to be a part of something different, 
something non-scholarly, something non-textual, like 
a breath of fresh air among the entire pollution of 
textbooks and journals that had been around me 
over the past decade.

Agreeing to their request, I started reviewing the 
content that the editors periodically sent me and I 
was amazed by the talent that our students at the 
university possessed. These articles were not pieces of 
factual knowledge but were expressions of raw 
feelings and emotions. They made me think about 
morality of a medical professional, provided an insight 
into young minds, enlightened me about current 
activities at the campus and helped me decide 
which movie to watch and which music to listen to. 

This publication contains various forms of artistic 
expression including literature, poems, prose and 
photography which will both enlighten and impress 
the reader. Shahzeb and Wajeeha have painstakingly 
reviewed and scrutinized countless articles and 
selected the best ones to be included. I commend 
the hard work of both these editors. 

For me, it is a matter of great privilege and honor to 
patronize this publication and I am thankful to the 
Dean of Ziauddin University, Dr Kamran Hameed, for 
providing me this opportunity.

DR ARSALAN MANZOOR MUGHAL
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY
ZIAUDDIN UNIVERSITY

EDITORIAL BOARD
PATRON   
DR. ARSALAN MANSOOR MUGHAL

CO-FOUNDERS/EDITORS 
SHAHZEB NAJAM
WAJEEHA MAHMOOD

CREATIVE DIRECTOR
FAISAL HAROON RASHID

| ATLAS | ATLAS
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editor’s Note
The inspiration behind the Ziauddin Atlas was the 
need to feed the human desire to express their 
creativity. It is my firm belief that everyone has a 
creative streak within him or her. It may show itself in 
prose, it may rear its head through photography. 
Some may choose to expound on their emotions via 
poetry while others may find solace in the smear of 
color on paper. Without human expression, the world 
would be a dull, meaningless and grey place. With it, 
the conversations are a bit more enticing, the words a 
tad more inspired, the sky a little more brighter and 
the colors slightly more vibrant. 

Knowing this, and seeing it in practice sparked a 
question within us. “Why not us?” Why do medical 
students and the like shy away from expression? And 
the answer rang loud and clear- we shouldn’t. The 
Atlas is a means for all students to come together on a 
unique and universal plane. It promises to connect 
everyone, be they new or old, in a publication that 
showcases and highlights their experiences and 
thoughts together and gives them a united front. 

First the idea took root, and then the idea took flight. 
We ventured out to seek like-minded individuals and 
form the first team. I am honored to work with such 
inspiring, intriguing and intellectual individuals. As we 
navigate previously uncharted waters it is imperative 
to have a sterling crew and each member has dealt 
with deadlines, discord, and my constant updates 
with such good character that I have never felt more 
at home. We have had disagreements, discussions 
and confusions but at the end of the day, and by the 
end of this issue there was a comfortable peace. 

But the product of all of those long hours, constant 
tapping away at the keyboard, and numerous letters 
is the volume that you are now holding in your hands. 
It promises to interest you and inspire you. It hopes to 
connect you and make you smile. It hopes to touch 
your heart and open your mind. We hope that in the 
future, the Atlas becomes a pillar of this university as 
the premier literary magazine. But more than that, 
dear reader, we hope that you enjoy what you have 
helped to put together. 

Onwards Cartographers!

WAJEEHA MAHMOOD
CO-FOUNDER/EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

editor’s Note
Welcome, dear reader, to the very first issue of the 
Ziauddin Atlas. The pages you hold in your hands are 
the realisation of a dream. And, like most dreams at 
ZU, this one began over copious cups of coffee under 
the spider-infested roof of the canteen. 

From there to here, its been quite an adventure – one 
that would have been exponentially harder without 
the help of the following; our Creative Director, Faisal, 
who patiently listened to our vague – but passionate – 
ideas and deserves full credit for the gorgeous art 
direction you see before you; our Patron, Dr. Arsalan, 
who took time out from his busy schedule to carefully 
peruse every letter of the Atlas; and, last but not least, 
my fellow Editor/Co-founder, Wajeeha, who loves 
words as much as I do. Thank you all. 

Life, dear reader, is a few brief, bright moments 
snatched from the cold clutches of the aether. The 
inevitability of death is something that we, as health-
care professionals, are keenly aware of. That's why it's 
important for the Atlas to exist. For we are not merely 
doctors, dentists, speech therapists, media students or 
pharmacists. We are human. We are mortal. And in 
these ephemeral blinks of Chronos' eyes, we have the 
potential to create, to express, to feel. And, as we 
transcribe our compelling, transient emotions into ink 
and paint, we become infinite. We become immortal. 

As you flip through the Atlas you'll see – among other 
things – why we chose call this an atlas, how to 'write 
good', the dangers of puffing and passing and, even, 
the proper way to say good-night to the Milky Way. 
May your reading of it give you as much pleasure as 
the journey of bringing it to you brought us.

SHAHZEB NAJAM
CO-FOUNDER/EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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Puff and Pass
He tells her about Orion’s belt. The three stars, lined 
together in an imperfectly straightline. And how 
Jupiter is the really bright one lying a little towards the 
North.

“Why is it shining? Aren’t stars and not planets 
supposed to shine?”

That’s the right question; his eyes light up already 
imagining the blackness, the darkness of space and 
the sun lying (some)where it’s supposed to be. And 
how light from the sun is travelling through this 
darkness and striking down on six or seven or eight 
rocks - depending on how big you believe planets 
are, and further depending on whether you believe in 
planets at all.

“So, if I were to see our planet from another, we’d be 
shining in the sky?”

Now she sees the joke. We want to get our degrees, 
get jobs, make a “difference”, when what’s really 
happening is that we’re sitting on a shiny rock.

Jump to earlier today.

“Man, I was going home from college and I ran into 
an angry mob. They started smashing my windows 
and the look on their faces - they wanted to kill me, 
man. So, I drove over them.”
Puff and pass.

“He’s not lying. I was with him. We could hear the 
cracking of bones from under the wheels.”

We continue driving towards a shop that sells the kind 
of drinks we were interested in. I just listen in on the 
conversation in the car. I don’t know what I’m doing 
here.“This bridge is scary. I was hitting 180 once and 

nearly ended up colliding with a truck. No division 
between traffic on both sides.”The flawed logic here is 
hard to miss. Would you really speed up on a bridge 
like this?
Puff and pass.

“Ran over a kid once on this bridge,” he said, in a very 
matter of fact manner. “I couldn’t have ever stopped 
in time. He shouldn’t have got his bicycle on such a 
fast road.”Silence. The kind of silence where everyone 
has something on their mind, but no one wants to say 
anything.
“What’d you do then?” I ask.
He looks at me. “Nothing, bro. I couldn’t have done 
anything about it. I just continued driving.”
He does have a point. A very invalid point.
Puff and pass.
“That’s nothing,” says another voice, from the front 
seat. “I was with a friend at seven in the morning, and 
the roads were empty, so we were going pretty fast. 
All of a sudden three women - most probably maids - 
decided to cross the road.” 
Yes. No one mentioned that we were part of a 
people-killing-competition. 
Puff and pass.

“There, there and there,” he said, pointing at different 
spots on the hood. “That’s 
where the car met those three 
women. Had to sell the car. 
Ruined our day.”
Ruined your day?
No one says anything. They just 
climb aboard the train to 
desensitization.
Puff and pass.

ALI UMER

prosE

“TELL ME a story,” she said, snuggling up to him as they 
watched Rigel and Betelgeuse twinkle overhead. 
“Alright,” he agreed. “But just one, okay?”

She said nothing but he felt her smile in the dark 
beside him and he was glad. 

“Once upon a time,” he began, “there was a beauti-
ful girl who – “

“Why do all your stories have beautiful girls in them?”
“Maybe because I haven’t found one yet,” he 
teased. She elbowed him feebly and he laughed.

“Fine,” she said. But he knew she wasn’t angry. “Go 
on.”

“Okay, so once upon a time there was a beautiful 
girl,” he paused, meaningfully, “who danced.”

“She danced so well that all who watched her were 
mesmerised into silence. And it was not uncommon to 
see tears glistening on the cheeks of her audience, for 
in her graceful movement they saw the fragility of life 
and the transience of existence.

“Now there was a benevolent prince who lived in a 
castle not too far away and when he heard about 
this extraordinary dancing girl, he was exceedingly 
anxious to see her for himself. So he dressed up in the 
garb of a wandering mystic and set off to satisfy his 
curiosity. He travelled for many days – he was a 
benevolent prince after all, not a benevolent naviga-
tor – but eventually succeeded in finding the little 
tavern where the dancing girl was. Making his way to 
the front of the crowd, the prince waited anxiously to 
see the girl and – when the curtains finally parted – he 
couldn’t breathe, for she was indeed lovelier than the 
moon. The girl danced with her eyes closed, losing 
herself in the music and when she finished, she 
stepped forwards to curtsy, looked into the prince’s 
l o v e - lorn gaze and promptly froze, 

blushing fiercely. That was all 
the prince needed to see. 

He jumped onto the 
stage, tore of his 
disguise and got 
down on one knee. 
The crowd burst into 
grudging applause 
and soon the two 

were married and would have lived happily ever after 
except –”

“Except what?” she asked. “Except that this was a 
time of change. The era of kings and queens was at 
an end and the time of this-ism and that-ism was 
about to begin. The fires of revolution were spreading 
and, though the prince was benevolent, he was also 
a prince and he realised that it was only a matter of 
time until his people realised that, too. He had not 
forgotten how grudgingly they had applauded. He 
had not forgotten at all. So one night – a night just like 
this one in fact – he took his princess by the hand and 
led her up the stairs to the highest tower of the castle. 
And as they stood under the stars, watching the fires 
of a new epoch burn in the distance, he asked her to 
dance one last dance for him. And when she finished, 
he took her in his arms and whispered something in 
her ear that made her laugh and cry and cry and 
laugh. And then they stood quietly at the weathered 
battlements, watching the familiar night fade away 
into an uncertain dawn.”

“Wow,” she whispered. “What did he tell her?”

“No one knows. But if I had to guess – if you were that 
girl and and I was that prince – this is what I would 
have said to you: One day, the Milky Way will collide 
with the Andromeda Galaxy. And the Earth will be no 
more. And in that blaze of light, all that we’ve loved – 
the places where we lived and we met and we kissed 
and we cried – will be lost into the coldness of space. 
But I’d like to imagine that as the debris of what we 
once were journeys out past the suns and the super-
novas and the comets’ icy tails, our stardust will fall on 
a young planet. And millennia hence, two young 
lovers on that young planet will look into each other’s 
eyes and draw back, amazed. For in those eyes 
they’ll see something of you. And in those eyes they’ll 
see something of me. And across the eons and across 
the light years, for a moment, you and I will be togeth-
er again.”

She said nothing but he felt her sleep in the dark 
beside him. And as he watched Orion wheel across 
the heavens – as Hypnos weaved his ancient spells – 
he felt her warmth beside him, holding back tomor-
row, and he was glad.

SHAHZEB NAJAM

Goodbye Milky Way
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Confessions of a Psychonaut: The Inner Child
Of the countless dimensions and facets that make up 
a person's psychological mask, the innate or Inner 
Child forms the very base. It is the essence of the soul 
in expression, perfect and uncorrupted.

As the child progresses into adolescence and 
beyond, the inner child is coated over by layers, 
sub-personalities that branch out of the inner child like 
the roots that branch out of a seed, for its growth, its 
survival.

The inner child is disidentified from these sub-personas 
or fragmented lesser selves out of the "Great Self" that 
take the forefront of our consciousness.

This is the time when the phantasmagorical free 
flowing creativity of the Inner Child is eternally frozen 
solid into structure by the rigidity of the societal 
structure that humanity is endowed with.It is this 
divinity that man searches for the rest of his human 
life.It is the moment when the infinite is transmuted to 
finite, when Absolute becomes Relative;

When a child is first separated from his mother, When 
Adam was banished from heaven. Such is the grand-
ness of this divine tragedy. And just as we cannot 
contain the seas of the world in a vial, these gifts are 
to be lost.

The Inner Child, however, is divine and therefore 
eternal. He remains buried under those layers, as the 
boy turns into a physical man, with stunted psycholog-
ical growth. As I have decided to for take the journey 
into the uncharted wilderness of my inner being.

I have come face to face with my inner child only 
recently with the experience being profoundly bewil-
dering.

Under all these layers, we are still those divine children 
trying to fulfill our divine longing; the longing of God, 
the longing of the mother after the initial separation; 

to be complete, to be whole once again.

We try to fill that perpetual hole in our souls with all that 
we stumble across in this world; Addictions, Posses-
sions and People. We also seek that maternal comple-
tion in the opposite sex.

In fulfillment of this lost cause, my journey brought me 
to the island of Faiakes, where lived the daughters of 
Phorcys; The Sirens. I picked a partner; there was 
uncanny attraction that seemed to pull me from 
beyond.

It seemed that I had found what I had sought; the 
fulfillment of the divine. However, to my later realiza-
tions, a child seeking the divine mother only represent-
ed a psychological stuntedness reflecting upon the 
unfathomable depths that existed within my soul; my 
divine wounds.

These wounds were no ordinary wounds, they were 
wounds of fate, which in all their intricacies, work 
towards a grand goal, a goal that cannot be known 
before its time, a goal still hazy in the mist of an uncer-
tain future, but such that its presence can be definite-
ly felt 
within.

What followed was baffling.

An incident happened where 
she made a gesture to my 
displeasure, one which I found 
out was reminiscent of the 
scars of my inner child, one of 
his traumas, his initiations into 
the paradigms of society.

The gesture itself was pretty 
harmless; however it passed 
through my psychological 
filters, the psychological armor 

While you read this, in the brightly illuminated hallway 
of Ziauddin University, or seated in the last rows of the 
lecture hall pretending to be listening ardently to the 
Professor, or with a cup of tea and some dried fruits in 
the comfort of your own home, realize that you have 
been blessed, enormously 'ch’happar phaar kay'. 

Why is it that every morning, you’re the one inside the 
car/van on your way to the university and not across 
the street serving customers at a 'dhaaba' or sitting at 
the pavement waiting, hoping to be employed at a 
construction site. Why is it that billboards by designer 
brands and fast food restaurants are put up for you 
and not by you, risking your life for a pittance. As 
citizens of a country with 60 percent of its population 
living below the poverty line, we must acknowledge 
that by all materialistic standards we have been 
blessed and, more importantly, we do not deserve 
any of it. We did not accomplish a great humanitari-
an feat or two in our previous life to be rewarded with 
the luxurious one that we’re living. And yet, many of 
us aren’t happy at all. How is it possible for a street 
vendor who cannot afford the mere thought of 
eating donuts for breakfast to be happier than those 
of us who can? The answer and the secret to happi-
ness lies in being grateful. Bani Israel, under the 
Pharoah of Egypt, experienced unimaginable suffer-
ings; as a state policy, their baby sons were slaugh-
tered in front of their eyes on a biennial basis. Eventu-
ally, however, they managed to escape slavery to 
the plains of an ever-stretching desert in the lead of 
Moses. The sermon Moses delivered to his people on 
this occasion was so powerful, God chose to mention 
it in His Book: when your Master let it be known, 
“(even) if you are (to be at the least bit) grateful, I will 
(absolutely) increase you...” (14:7) 

Among other important lessons that can be derived 
from this sermon, it is important to note that, contrary 
to our expectations, the people were asked to be 
grateful, and not patient. This indicates that patience, 
and hence the power to cope with unpleasant 
circumstances, demands being grateful first and 
foremost. Life is not and will never be a bed of roses; 
we all have problems—family, friends, love, studies, 
work. But that is just one, small aspect of our 

lives. We consume all our time 
and energy clouding our 

minds with things we 
don’t have or plans not 
going our way that 
we forget to appreci-
ate all that we do 
have and all that 
works out in our 

favour, every minute of every day. 

What the street vendor who stands in scorching heat 
for 10 hours has and we don’t is the comprehension 
and appreciation of the gifts he was born with (and 
more) and never had to pay a dime for. He is grateful 
for the two legs he stands on, for the strength in his 
muscles; the loud, clear voice he uses to lure his 
customers; the hands and brain he employs to do 
transactions for him; the thought of his family waiting 
for his return in the evening. He is happy and he is 
content with life because he is grateful. 

Our initial questions are still left unanswered, however. 
Why are we so abundantly blessed while so many 
others aren’t. As a firm believer in the Day of Judge-
ment, I believe we may apparently have it easier 
now, but our accountability on that day will be much 
more arduous. We will have to account for all the 
money, intellect and acumen, health, time, energy, 
opportunities and resources we were especially 
blessed with, that we could have and should have 
brought to use to help those less fortunate than us. As 
Warren Buffet puts it, “If you’re in the luckiest one 
percent of humanity, you owe it to the rest of humani-
ty to think about the other ninety-nine percent.” 

At the prime age of 20-22 years, we have all of the 
aforementioned at our disposal. There will never be a 
better time for us to step out of our comfort zones and 
be of use to God’s creations, if for no other reason 
than to make ourselves happier and content with our 
own lives. 

“The best way to not feel hopeless is to get up and do 
something. Don’t wait for good things to happen to 
you. If you go out and make some good things 
happen, you will fill the world with hope, you will fill 
yourself with hope.” Barack Obama

SARAH KHAN

WHILE YOU READ THIS of my mind and directly elicited a reaction from the 
deeper parts of me, parts to which I was oblivious, 
where the light of my consciousness seldom falls.

It had struck my inner child.

Though this was the second time, it took me a while to 
realize as it disrupted all conscious thought and went 
through the superficial masks of my false selves and 
dug directly at my essence, shattering parts of it and 
just for a moment it seemed so that I happened to 
have caught a glimpse of my "real" self: the inner 
child, in those flying shards; disarming me, crippling 
me. And as the pain surged through my soul, I lost all 
sense of reality for a while.

What remained were drifting thoughts, whispers and 
indistinct sounds. The warrior that battles throughout 
the psychological life of man, protecting the inner 
child from the cruel, harsh winds and ideas of this 
corrupt, impure world, had laid down his arms, 
defeated in the battle.

The child had been struck and was in deep pain.

The battle had been lost for once, through an 
unguarded flank amongst countless other fronts that 
a man spends his life building forts upon, to guard the 
inner child.

The psychological pain remained in the background 
of my consciousness like white noise, disrupting my 

conscious thought process, shattering parts of my 
battered persona and bringing with it the awareness, 
the profound realization of the existence of the Inner 
Child.

It was a moment of self realization, a moment of truth, 
the moment where an artist conceives the essence of 
his painting, when a man discovers the purpose to his 
life, when two unaware lovers lose themselves in their 
first gaze.

It is a moment of definition; it brought to light the ugly 
truth that was, how the island of Faiakes and her 
inhabitants were all a beautiful deception, a farce, a 
lie.

How the woman I considered to be my lover, my 
friend, was in reality a blinding deception and the 
bond was only fashioned in hopes to unite with the 
divine, to undo the initial separation, to be complete.

Alas, it was only a lost cause.

As the moment passed away, and with it the pain and 
confusion, assimilation of the realization occurred 
together with the rejuvenation of the psychological 
warrior for further battles.

And once again, the lesser selves built themselves up 
around the recovering Inner Child.

BILAL AHMED
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Of the countless dimensions and facets that make up 
a person's psychological mask, the innate or Inner 
Child forms the very base. It is the essence of the soul 
in expression, perfect and uncorrupted.

As the child progresses into adolescence and 
beyond, the inner child is coated over by layers, 
sub-personalities that branch out of the inner child like 
the roots that branch out of a seed, for its growth, its 
survival.

The inner child is disidentified from these sub-personas 
or fragmented lesser selves out of the "Great Self" that 
take the forefront of our consciousness.

This is the time when the phantasmagorical free 
flowing creativity of the Inner Child is eternally frozen 
solid into structure by the rigidity of the societal 
structure that humanity is endowed with.It is this 
divinity that man searches for the rest of his human 
life.It is the moment when the infinite is transmuted to 
finite, when Absolute becomes Relative;

When a child is first separated from his mother, When 
Adam was banished from heaven. Such is the grand-
ness of this divine tragedy. And just as we cannot 
contain the seas of the world in a vial, these gifts are 
to be lost.

The Inner Child, however, is divine and therefore 
eternal. He remains buried under those layers, as the 
boy turns into a physical man, with stunted psycholog-
ical growth. As I have decided to for take the journey 
into the uncharted wilderness of my inner being.

I have come face to face with my inner child only 
recently with the experience being profoundly bewil-
dering.

Under all these layers, we are still those divine children 
trying to fulfill our divine longing; the longing of God, 
the longing of the mother after the initial separation; 

to be complete, to be whole once again.

We try to fill that perpetual hole in our souls with all that 
we stumble across in this world; Addictions, Posses-
sions and People. We also seek that maternal comple-
tion in the opposite sex.

In fulfillment of this lost cause, my journey brought me 
to the island of Faiakes, where lived the daughters of 
Phorcys; The Sirens. I picked a partner; there was 
uncanny attraction that seemed to pull me from 
beyond.

It seemed that I had found what I had sought; the 
fulfillment of the divine. However, to my later realiza-
tions, a child seeking the divine mother only represent-
ed a psychological stuntedness reflecting upon the 
unfathomable depths that existed within my soul; my 
divine wounds.

These wounds were no ordinary wounds, they were 
wounds of fate, which in all their intricacies, work 
towards a grand goal, a goal that cannot be known 
before its time, a goal still hazy in the mist of an uncer-
tain future, but such that its presence can be definite-
ly felt 
within.

What followed was baffling.

An incident happened where 
she made a gesture to my 
displeasure, one which I found 
out was reminiscent of the 
scars of my inner child, one of 
his traumas, his initiations into 
the paradigms of society.

The gesture itself was pretty 
harmless; however it passed 
through my psychological 
filters, the psychological armor 

of my mind and directly elicited a reaction from the 
deeper parts of me, parts to which I was oblivious, 
where the light of my consciousness seldom falls.

It had struck my inner child.

Though this was the second time, it took me a while to 
realize as it disrupted all conscious thought and went 
through the superficial masks of my false selves and 
dug directly at my essence, shattering parts of it and 
just for a moment it seemed so that I happened to 
have caught a glimpse of my "real" self: the inner 
child, in those flying shards; disarming me, crippling 
me. And as the pain surged through my soul, I lost all 
sense of reality for a while.

What remained were drifting thoughts, whispers and 
indistinct sounds. The warrior that battles throughout 
the psychological life of man, protecting the inner 
child from the cruel, harsh winds and ideas of this 
corrupt, impure world, had laid down his arms, 
defeated in the battle.

The child had been struck and was in deep pain.

The battle had been lost for once, through an 
unguarded flank amongst countless other fronts that 
a man spends his life building forts upon, to guard the 
inner child.

The psychological pain remained in the background 
of my consciousness like white noise, disrupting my 

conscious thought process, shattering parts of my 
battered persona and bringing with it the awareness, 
the profound realization of the existence of the Inner 
Child.

It was a moment of self realization, a moment of truth, 
the moment where an artist conceives the essence of 
his painting, when a man discovers the purpose to his 
life, when two unaware lovers lose themselves in their 
first gaze.

It is a moment of definition; it brought to light the ugly 
truth that was, how the island of Faiakes and her 
inhabitants were all a beautiful deception, a farce, a 
lie.

How the woman I considered to be my lover, my 
friend, was in reality a blinding deception and the 
bond was only fashioned in hopes to unite with the 
divine, to undo the initial separation, to be complete.

Alas, it was only a lost cause.

As the moment passed away, and with it the pain and 
confusion, assimilation of the realization occurred 
together with the rejuvenation of the psychological 
warrior for further battles.

And once again, the lesser selves built themselves up 
around the recovering Inner Child.

BILAL AHMED
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Imagine a world.

Fill it with colours, beauty and happiness; erase the 
impossible, the cowardice.
Imagine a man. Stalwart and gallant - he dances 
under the stars and the moon. Shines brighter, smiles 
wider.

Imagine music. Emanating from all the corners of this 
world. It fills every inch of air, every breath that man 
t a k e s . The most melodious, the most 
eu- phonious.

This is my world. I am that 
man. And I dance to 
this music.

Tonight I am a boy. 

Beginning my set with 

the Top Rock.

First the apache step - the outlaw step, the power 
step; all warm ups, making a connection with the 
song in my heart. Swaying to the beat in impossible, 
lithe movements, I am limited only by my imagination.
Next comes the Floor Rock. I cross one leg over the 
other to form a flawless Figure 4. And then swing my 
arms and legs as I turn over onto my belly and “swim” 
in the pool of talent I possess.

I perform the Lotus Airbaby like an expert Yogi. The 
double Airchair like an expert Contortionist. And the 
Chair Freeze like an expert Chair.

Eventually, I Stab myself.
 
With my elbow. Up in to my abs, hips, side, back. My 
hands hold my body horizontally off the ground, 
parallel to the floor. And I balance myself. Mocking 

Dead man Dancing

gravity, daring it to make me fall.

To finish myself off I commit Suicide, one of the more 
strenuous moves. I jump into the air, land on my back. 
Or head. Or shoulder. Remarkably graceful - rather 
than robotic.    

And when I’m done, applause pierces through the air. 
It cheers me on; motivates me, appreciates me.

I feel alive. Unstoppable. Extraordinary. Special.

Dance is not my passion. It is not a dream or an 
ambition.

Dance is my life. It is my reality, my achievement.

I was born a dancer, will live a dancer, will die a 
dancer.

And then.

A jolt knocked me over, my eyes shut tight. I was in a 
distorted fetal position for what seemed like a bazillion 
years - I say so because I hadn’t the slightest clue that 
I was ever in one; no idea of when I left it – until 
sudden realisation hit me when the nurse’s explicit 
Spanish imprecations, evidently aimed at the strange 
arrangement of my limbs, interrupted my peaceful 
meditation.

My head was turned 90 degrees clockwise, then 180 
degrees anticlockwise, brought to the bed rest and it 
remained as such till my physiotherapist arrived. Or so 
they tell me.

They tell me many such dreary stories about my own 
life, which I do not know. Perhaps because there is not 
much they know about me than what meets the eye. 
For my own amusement, I undyingly give them the 
most ambiguous stare I can muster: eyes forever 
monotonous, a grim upside down or down side up 
smile shaped with their fingers. Half the time, I fall 
asleep while they’re still babbling on. It’s quite hilarious 
as they often don’t close my eyes for me and have no 
clue that I’m dancing above their heads while they’re 
speaking! I laugh to myself.

All those eminent, prominent highflying neurologists, 
cardiologists come and go. They perform their “CAT 
scans” and “MRI’s” and whatever other random 
names they can come up with; convinced that I am 
electroencephalographically sound, but ergomet-
ric-ally unsound. Those complicated muddling words 
go right over my head. I often have half a mind to 
jump out of bed (or whichever surface they lay me 
down upon) and tell them doctors what’s what. They 
don’t know what they are talking about. No one does. 

My mother’s regular routine: every day without fail, at 
the most outrageous hours, she bursts into my room 
and commences the waterworks, endlessly trying to 
cajole her God into making my ‘problem’ magically - 
nay, miraculously - disappear. Obviously to no avail. I 
think she needs a brain doctor more than I do.

They call me a dead man. (Although that makes no 
sense because one cannot be dead unless one has 
no recorded heartbeats - and my cardiograms taken 
from the cardiograph forever planted on my bedside 
table prove otherwise.) And when one of them called 
me a dead man, the rest nodded in unison. It seemed 
almost rehearsed.

I wasn’t dead though, that I was sure of. I wasn’t one 
of those spirits flying around the room over my own 
body watching my family members sprout tears as 
they do in movies (however cool that might be). I was 
simply “comatose”? A vegetable? Nonsense. I had 
not lost my “cognitive neurological functions” as they 
believed. I’m pretty much neuro-what’s it-ically intact. 
They’re wrong. And I wish I could tell them. But would 
they care if I did?

Behind closed doors, music and dance have forever 
ignited a flame in my soul which was once 
proclaimed dead. 

So I silently live my life, laughing to myself, laughing at 
them. But never laughing with them. Them people 
who think I’m worthless; who think I’m artificially alive, 
in a vegetative state. I laugh because they have no 
idea how wrong they are and they never will…

I live the way I always have for as long as memory 
serves - away from their reality and immersed in my 
own…

I suppose tonight, I’ll attempt to master hip-hop. Lose 
myself in the music and find myself all over again 
through my art…

Because you see, I’m a dancer. But it’s my little secret.

QIRAT PARACHA
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POETRY

Etched across the heedless plain, a careless stitch,
A blanket behold, a canvas of dismal dreams,

Broken silhouettes of a-many abode,
The decaying earth, the fearless waves and the night alive

In front of its resplendence he moves, a careless maneuver,
The caricature of a city echoes ahead, unkempt, unhindered, unmoved,

A deed once done haunts a-many,
The poisoned claw, the speeding vessel and the night alive

Atop the falteringlandscape sits a-perched he,
Peering into the vastness, the magnificent sea,

Life not faltering in pace or in ease,
The sand below, the loyal steed and the night alive

Un shuddered by the abyss he awaits,
Above, the crooked gleam, the stars surround,

Fear creeps of a tomorrow concealed,
The barge below, the hopeless pursuit and the night alive

In awe of the darkness, unmoved she stands,
The serenity she envisions and the chaos beheld,

The broken verses of a ballad once chimed,
The chalked facade, the aching body and the night alive

The just animosity he sees infront,
A forceful depth behind, the rising sun,

The demons of a past unforgiving,
The Broken Promises, The final walk and the night once.

The Night Alive
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BY UMAIR ANSARI

I'm floating, 
floating up in the sky. 

I'm drifting, 
drifting up high. 

I lay down, 
and watch the clouds. 

The wind blows and shifts them around. 
This day today, 

blue marble in the sky. 
The sunlight, 

like lace, 
watching it fly. 

My feet off the ground. 
I know I'm not coming down.

And I close my eyes. 
And the love grows inside. 

I feel it stir my soul. 
It softly pieces me whole. 

I see glitter in the air. 
This ecstasy more than I can bear. 

The light breeze encases me.
The angels dance to set me free. 

Is this all in my head? 
While I lay on my bed.

My bed of sky.

My Bed of Sky
BY MAHEEN FARRUKH
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In the end we're all only humans 
Made of clay

Just clay figures
Brimming with emotions

Prone to mistakes
Prone to failure

Prone to falling down 
And then getting right back up

Caught up in our lives
Trying to defy the sands of time 

So caught up in the hustle
Specificity forgotten 

Oh so strong on the outside
So very fragile from the inside
Some hanging by a thread
Some falling from the edge 

Everyday is a struggle
Everyday is a blessing 

And we're just clay figures 
Trying to do things right

Clay figures
BY NIMRAH H. SATTAR
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I was on my balcony one morning, 
seeing the after effects of a bomb blast. 

Reaching into my ears were the cries of mourning,
I turned to make my way back, but I heard wings rustling

I whirled around and looked upon a bird with fine plumage,
it perched upon a ledge, its skin glowing in the morning sun 

Its wings were silver streaked with grey symbolizing great age, 
He threw his head up, opened his beak and cooed to me.

It cooed to me, it cooed to me 
I was not blessed with the birds' language but a bond we shared. 

It cooed, singing the evils of men. 
He spoke of carnage caused by people who no longer cared 

about the plight of others. 

It spoke of how we laid our intelligence to waste, 
how we fell prey to our desires 

and committed acts like rape, murder while in our haste, 
we forget to see people as fellow human beings.

It cooed to me, it cooed to me. 
Its eyes told me, humans owned the world 
but we forget the flock, pack and shoal. 

Selfishly we go towards our own cause, our own goal. 
Selfishness runs in our veins and so does deceit. 

We choke the goodness out of people. 
Our minds falls prey to our materialistic desires. 

Hearts are broken, bonds splintered. 
Edging to the sea of doom, we are at the end of the pier 

Parents abuse children, children abandon parents 
virtues like patience and honesty are buried. 

The elderly are mistreated, the young traumatized
to the doom of all, we are hurried

By our evil society, by our evil society.
We sowed the goodness, but sowed it too deep, 

it has yet to take root, we can only wait. 
For surely the night is darkest before dawn, 

all evil shall pass, if opened is, the Pure Gate. 

It cooed to me, it cooed to me. 
Its eyes had wisdom, greater then the knowledge, 

of a thousandfold men combined. 
If every man may follow the advice, the world will arrive at a bridge. 

The bridge that transforms one from this world of evil, 
reach 'the place of pure goodness' we will.

It Cooed To Me
BY ANONYMOUS
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1) Ziauddin cats aren't your average cats.
2) Scream "Dean! Dean! Dean!" and half the people there freak out!
3) 9 out of 10 times it is a false alarm.
4) All MBBS students love to take selfies.  All. The. Time. 
5) If you brought something to eat from home, you better be prepared to share.
6) Cut a birthday cake in the canteen and everyone in the vicinity shows up for some. 
7) There are massive spiders that exhibit extreme laziness.
8) Card games have become an Olympic sport.
9) Miraaj bhai is the coolest person ever.
10) The best Ziauddin memories happen in the canteen. <3

Ten things I have learnT
from sitting in the canteen:

BY SEHER KHAN
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The Ziauddin University Bloodline is a system aiming to 
bridge the gap between ZU students and the Ziaud-
din Clifton Blood Bank. The idea was conceived by 
the founders after being approached by Dr Sana, 
one of the Clifton Lab in-charges. A crisis situation had 
evolved and many patients in our hospital were suffer-
ing from a consistently low availability of blood. The 
supply of blood donors was extremely infrequent and 
as a result the fridges were empty and blood had to 
be ordered from North Campus on a daily basis.

In Pakistan, blood has to be arranged for by patients 
themselves. Families have to exchange their own 
blood for the required blood group. Added costs are 
incurred when there is a wide shortage of that blood 
group, commonly for O-negative. Needless to say 
these costs can be outrageously high. To make 
matters worse, when this system is accompanied by a 
shortage of blood on the part of the hospital, grief 
stricken and often panicked families are sent out into 
the city to search for their own source of blood. A 
source that can make no guarantee of safety from 
infections and may have stored this blood in condi-
tions unfit for human use.

This is where the Bloodline steps in. We are working 

hard to keep the empty fridges in the blood bank full. 
Every eligible and willing student, faculty member 
and staff from every college of Ziauddin University has 
been signed up as a donor. Every week, ten donors 
from our database are reminded to go and donate 
blood for which they receive a food voucher and a 
very pretty ZUB badge! Every bag of blood they 
donate can be used to save up to 3 lives! And after 
every fourth Bloodline donor, one needy patient 
receives blood at a discounted price. The donated 
blood is divided into plasma, red blood cells and 
platelets all of which are administered in various 
medical conditions.

As medical students don’t you think it your duty to 
improve the lives of thosearound you? Ziauddin 
University Bloodline hopes to alleviate some of the 
worry our patients face and improve the current 
blood donation system, starting from our own hospital.

Don’t forget, at a time of need blood becomes more 
valuable than gold.

If you are not already on the line as a ZUB Donor, 
what’s your excuse?

CAMPUS LIFE
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Bloodline Report
BY WAJEEHA MAHMOOD
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The Ziauddin Literary and Cultural Society is the only 
official society of Ziauddin University. ZLCS has been 
very active and very misunderstood for the greater 
part of the past three years. So to clearly explain its 
functioning, let’s rewind to the start. There is a week 
marked on the academic calendar – ECW. This used 
to be the only time that ZLCS was active, because it 
was mandatory to have extracurricular activities in 
one week of the year. We are proud and ecstatic that 
ZLCS has expanded its functioning way beyond that.

In the past two years we have done everything from 
large-scale plays, scavenger hunts, open-mic nights, 
bonfires, field trips, debating events, movie screen-
ings, carnivals and stage shows to negotiating with 
administration and getting student budgets 
increased. Every single event done by us is for the sole 
purpose of improving student life at Ziauddin Universi-
ty.

No membership form needs to be filled out, ZLCS is not 
a society that students needs to join. The ZLCS Board 

will continue to arrange free, fun and interesting 
events for each student from every college and 
department.

Anyone with any ideas for a Ziauddin event -whether 
debating, dramatics or purely musical- this is the 
society that will make it happen. Anyone who wants 
to make an official Ziauddin team to participate in a 
drama-fest or debate competition, ZLCS board mem-
bers are the people you need to contact. The Ziaud-
din Literary and Cultural Society manages every 
extracurricular in Ziauddin except for fundraisers done 
by the amazing welfare organizations run by our own 
students.

This society gives Ziauddin students a platform to 
showcase their talents and prove that medicalstu-
dents have a lot more to them than studying!

Here’s hoping the coming year proves to be even 
more amazing than the last.

ZLCS Report
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Welfare Association for the Ill and Deprived (AID) is a 
student based Non-Profit Organization founded in 
March 2007 on the observation that patients were 
refusing medical care due to the sole reason of being 
unable to pay for it. Our goal is to provide financial 
support for underprivileged patients presenting at 
various hospitals of Ziauddin University.

The organization is structured for greater efficiency in 
all matters. Members are students or graduatesfrom 
the various colleges of Ziauddin University. Members 
are not chosen following a criteria of any sort; all are 
accepted. Fourth Year students based at Kemari 
Hospital run daily activities of AID while Third Year and 
below take care of affairs at the Clifton campus. The 
executive Committee consists of Fourth Year MBBS 
students who spend the most time in the Kemari 
Hospital and are closely associated with the popula-
tion AID caters to. The advisory board consists of Final 
Year students and those who have graduated and 
through their experiences helped guide the younger 
members.

The Executive Committee is formed after extensive 
deliberation among the leaving Executive Commit-
tee and the Advisory Committee and a series of 
interviews of the prospective candidates. At AID, 
pride is placed in having an increasing number of 
members who form the back bone of the organiza-
tion. It is their dedication and unremitting willingness 
to help the underprivileged that has helped AID face 
all odds and emerge as a force to battle the difficul-
ties of the underprivileged and ill patients that 
frequently require assistance.

A large portion of the funds from Welfare AID are 
directed towards surgeries such as Laparotomy, 
Cholecystectomy, D & C, Hysterectomy, and Trache-
ostomy. Life support, Ventilator charges, Incubator 
charges are also managed along with bed charges & 

admission charges. Among the health services that 
Welfare AID finances for deserving patients are 
medications such as ICU antibiotics (E.g. Tienam, 
Vancomycin, Meroneum), and treatment & support 
such as Hep C Interferon, Albumin, blood transfusions 
and ileostomy bags.

The funds at Welfare AID are collected through 
conducting events both on and off the Ziauddin 
University Campuses, and from donations received 
directly. The events include CMEs, workshops, and 
Basic Life Support and Surgical Skills workshops. There 
are Blood and Drug drives conducted occasionally. 
Besides these collection and academic events, there 
are fun activities such as bake sales, trips to the 
beach, plays and movie nights that boost team AID 
spirit along with raising money. All of these are 
conducted with the help of our members who work 
diligently all year to make it possible for us to collect 
large sums of funds that are then used to help the 
needy patients in Kemari Ziauddin Hospital.

The funds are collected in the most transparent 
manner, and there are accounts with an audit trail for 
all the money collected. Receipts for each transac-
tion are kept for audit purposes. Receipt booklets are 
used to avoid mishandling of donations within the 
organization. Through the efforts of the Ziauddin 
University, Welfare AID, and all 
the students and members that 
work tirelessly towards helping 
the organization, from the 
academic year 2012-2013 AID 
has dealt  RS.12,00,000 to 340 
patients in donation towards 
the single goal of providing 
health care to those who are 
not fortunate enough to be 
able to afford it.
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Musings of an Alumnus
BY DR. MUHAMMAD MUSTAFA ARIF

BATCH XIII

As clichéd as it sounds, my experience at Ziauddin 
Medical University cannot besummed up in a few 
words. The last five years have been the most 
challenging, and yet the most rewarding, of my life. 
They have been nothing short of amazing. Saying I 
was apprehensive before starting Ziauddin would be 
an understatement. I was petrified and apprehensive 
and I had no idea what to expect. I had heard a lot 
of different stories from a lot of different people about 
life as a medical student. I had heard of the 
never-ending exams, the sleepless nights and the 
crazy workload. I was worried about making friends in 
a whole new setting and fitting in, the bane of every-
one’s existence. And yet, despite all these apprehen-
sions Ziauddin became the beginning of a new chap-
ter in my life, a new path for me, leading me to my 
dream of becoming a doctor.

However, starting a new memory at Ziauddin was 
interesting to say the least. We entered as young 
individuals with much energy and clouded by illusion 
a n d not bearing many worries and 

responsibilities.  We enjoyed 
both aspects of university 

life; the studying and 
meeting strict dead-
lines but without 
compromising on 

spending quality time with friends. During this time we 
had to take important decisions like choosing the 
specialties we’d pursue in the future.

Learning at Ziauddin has been a thrilling experience. 
The competitive atmosphere, intellectual challenge 
and the optimistic perspective greatly prepared us for 
what may lie ahead in life. I have been blessed with 
impressive mentors and have found myself surround-
ed by colleagues who have remained very support-
ive throughout my journey. We now emerge as 
responsible adults, who have been entrusted by the 
community as 
their medical caregivers. We are now in the fraternity 
of professionals called “Doctors” and it is a privilege 
to join their ranks.

As I reminisce about those past five years, I remember 
the achievements and thefailures, the fights and the 
laughs, the smiles and the tears all have had an 
enormous impact on my grooming as an individual 
and on all of us as a whole.

“Cheers to the mistakes we’ve made,                                                                                                       
 Cheers to the laughs we’ve shared,                                                                                                            
 Cheers to the time together we’ve spent,                                                                                                           
 Only we know, to us how much it meant.”

A Twisted Sense of Humor?

I’m a speech and language therapist. I deal with 
individuals who have all sorts of communicative 
difficulties. Yes, I deal with ‘haklas’ and ‘totlas’ as well. 
I will explain shortly why I have used these two terms in 
particular. I must clarify here what I mean by ‘deal 
with’. Stuttered/stammered or misarticulated speech 
is not like a fever or headache. You just don’t ‘deal 
with’ the condition - you also deal with the immense 
psychological pain and emotional baggage that it 
comes with it. And not just for the individual, but for 
the family as well.

We live in Pakistan. Our country has more problems 
than I can list. Yet, despite all the issues it faces there 
are quite a few citizens working towards changing it 
for the better. Media, as you must know, has a huge 
impact on the people of our country. When some-
thing is so influential, it must be handled with extreme 
care. The majority of our country is uneducated and 
very impressionable. It’s amazing how you can see 
the influence of the media, particularly TV dramas, in 
the most unexpected places. A salesman at a cloth 
market once tried to sell me fabric stating, ‘Baji, ye le 
lo. Ye print Bihter ne 'Ishq-e-Memnu' [A popular Turkish 
drama dubbed in Urdu – Eds.] me pehna tha!’

Last week, I was surfing through channels when I 
came across an advertisement for a particular TV 
show that I will not name. It seemed to be a humorous 
sitcom but what shocked me was the material that 
was being used to make this show ‘humorous’. A 
young girl stutters something to her mother, who 
dismissively addresses her as ‘hakli’ (Audience, this 
was your cue to laugh). And no, it was definitely not a 
term of endearment. The same show has another girl 
who has severely misarticulated speech, commonly 
known as ‘totla’ speech in layman terms. She very 
animatedly delivers all her lines like a real ‘totli’ (Audi-
ence, you know what to do!)

To me, this is an example of blatant insensitivity. While 
I have nothing against the idea of non-humorous 
television shows containing characters with speech 
impediments, I do have serious reservations about 
such comedy programs. When you have these 
characters playing a comic role, it seems as if their 
impediment is being employed as a means of 
humouring your audience. The show makes me think 
of the efforts of that small segment of our society 
trying its level best to raise awareness about such 
issues, to raise sensitivity regarding such matters, to 
instil a sense of empathy in our society. Does our 
media not realise what it does to those efforts by 
being so careless about such sensitive issues? What 

are they trying to teach our already backward 
society? That it’s okay to use demeaning terms such 
as 'haklay' and 'totlay'? That it’s more than okay to 
laugh at such impediments? Why don’t they show the 
daily struggles of those who are unable to express 
their thoughts and ideas without having to think 
twice? Why don’t they show how an everyday task 
like answering the phone, ordering a meal, or carrying 
out a simple conversation is a struggle for them? Do 
they not realise that things like stammering or unclear 
speech become obstacles for them in every walk of 
life?

If you still don’t seem to think it’s a big deal, please go 
ahead and laugh. Laugh at thetwenty one year-old 
girl who’s had two different engagements broken off 
because of her ‘totla’ speech. Laugh at the very 
intelligent young ‘hakla’ who has been unable to find 
a job because his stammer gets in the way of every 
single job interview. Laugh at the mother who worries 
about her daughter’s marriage prospects because of 
her speech impediment. But if you laugh at them, 
then please, also laugh at the deaf, the blind, and the 
physically and mentally impaired.

My aim is not to point fingers at any particular TV 
channel or TV program. I will not be surprised if other 
shows are equally insensitive about such issues. I just 
happened to come across this particular commercial 
and it caught my attention. I could only shake my 
head, let out a hopeless sigh, and not do anything 
about it. However, my conscience and my profession 
make me realise that it’s my duty to raise my voice. I 
humbly request media channels to be a little more 
careful with the ideas they promote. I request every 
Pakistani to not remain silent about such matters - 
matters that may seem trivial in the light of the issues 
our country is facing, but I promise you, they are not 
trivial to those who have to face them every waking 
minute of their lives. Calling someone a 'hakla', 'totla', 
or retarded is not okay. Please be a little more respon-
sible with your words.

BY BISMAH SALMAN DADABHOY
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How to Write Good
BY KAMRAN H. IMAM BY SHAUSHA FAROOQ

Remember when we were expected to churn out 
personal statements or self-explaining essays? In the 
past it was for college admission and perhaps, in the 
future, for matching into residency programs. At those 
points in time, folks are compared to one another 
based on their writing prowess—he/she is a good 
writer—so it’s certain that they’ll pen an amazing 
statement. Problem is no one really understands that 
creativity comes in altering doses and in different 
formats. Writing a personal statement isn’t writing per 
se. It’s slapping down words for an outsider, based on 
someone else’s criteria. Real writing is creativity based 
on what’s in the heart. Most of the time, we can’t sell 
ourselves by being entirely honest.

An interviewer can poke holes in a resume because it 
isn’t entirely true—it’s a fraction of their psyche that 
was put on display after rounds and rounds of self-ed-
iting. Fiction on the other hand, might be considered 
“untrue.” That is after all, the literal definition. But 
nothing real has a straightforward and deliberate 
denotation. It might in fact, be the most honest insight 
we might ever find. Fiction opens a window through 
the eyes of a writer. An author is always in control, 
always knows what character will do next, where the 
next plot twist is creeping up, the outcome of a life 
and death moment for a protagonist (hint: the hero 
usually survives). This god-like ability to control the 
outcome of the story is the tool through which a 
transparent image of said person is clear as day for 
readers.

Truth of the matter is—not 
everyone can write. But 

there are some simple 
guidelines to follow, 
after which your inner 
Hemingway can 
shine. Here’s how 
you get started:

1. Reading is Writing: The more you read, the better 
you get at writing. Plain and simple. 

2. You’ve Never Written Enough: “It takes a million 
words of practice before a writer is born.” ~ Stephen 
King 

3. Show Don’t Tell: #1 rule of fiction writing. Aladdin 
taking Jasmine on a magic carpet ride is what you’re 
going for—tour guide at Funland is not. 

4. Adverbs = Enemy: Avoid at all costs, unless 
absolutely necessary. 

5. It was a Dark and Stormy Night: NEVER EVER start a 
story by describing the weather or a character 
waking up in bed. 

6. A Little Dose of Reality: Characters need to be 
relatable and realistic, otherwise readers can’t truly 
empathize. 

7. Balance: A healthy mix of prose, exposition and 
dialogue. Never too much of one. 

8. Fear is for the Winter: Never be afraid of lopping off 
heads if your story demands it. (For reference, see: 
Eddard Stark) 

9. Fear is for the Winter II—The Return: Never be afraid 
of breaking the rules set by authors before you. The 
goal is to engage readers. If you’re doing that and 
not following rules at the same time, by all means, 
continue. 

10. Heads/Tails: If the beginning of a story is the most 
essential part, the ending is the second most crucial. 

11. For the Love of Writing: Do it cause I told ya. Just 
kidding. Go write.

Home Away From Home

How a year passed away since I came to Pakistan is 
beyond me. This is my second year in Karachi and I 
must admit that the past 12 months have not, by any 
means, felt like a walk in the park with rainbows and 
butterflies. I still remember my first day in Pakistan. I 
was at the Immigration Section of the airport when 
the officer had a good look at my passport and, when 
he looked back at me, he had the most confused 
look on his face.

Officer: you’re a Maldivian? Why were you born in 
India? Why do you want to study in Pakistan? How is it 
possible?

I couldn’t figure out how it sparked his curiosity and, 
not knowing how to explain everything, I just smiled 
and wished he wouldn’t take me as a terrorist.

During the first few months I was struggling to blend in 
and get used to everything. Settling in really did feel 
like getting used to a new pair of shoes. I found it 
rather hard to open up since I knew no one and had 
absolutely no relatives in Karachi to sulk. Explaining 
the meaning of my name, how it’s pronounced and 
spelt is how most conversations started. Eventually, I 
made friends - but for the most part of the year, I 
found myself hanging on the fringes of society.

It took me a while, but I did fall in love with Karachi. If I 
had to use one word to describe Karachi, it would be 
“unique”. During my first year in Karachi, I was robbed 
at knife-point. I’ve only heard of and seen these things 
in movies and so the incident did leave a huge scar, 
one that is a constant reminder that I should be more 
vigilant. But I have not let that one incident cloud my 
judgment about the country. I hate how the media 
has successfully managed to convince those who 
have limited exposure to Pakistan into believing that 
the country is one of the most dangerous in the world.

What I love most about the country is how rich and 
vibrant its culture is and, most importantly, how 

welcoming and pleasant the people are. The one 
tradition that amazed me the most - and hence my 
personal favorite - is the tradition of getting Eidi on 
(Eid-ul Fitr/Al-Adha). I do wish to introduce this 
tradition to my family, for obvious reasons!

Quite honestly, the one year I spent in Karachi has 
taught me a lot more than what I learned back at 
home for the past 21 years. From furniture to grocery 
shopping, paying bills, and doing the rest of the 
chores ultimately snatched away my title of  “daddy’s 
princess”. I don’t think I would ever fully understand 
the reason why people fancy the idea of living alone. 
It surely sounds exciting but then, when the novelty 
wears off, homesickness kicks in. I am constantly 
aware of being on my own and what I miss most are 
the little things like helping my dad choose a tie for 
work or shopping with my mum or random talks with 
my two elder sisters and the fact that I would no 
longer be able stroll along the beach minutes away 
from my home.

There was a time in which I thought I might never fit 
into the society. But now I have begun to embrace 
the culture, which I’m so proud of, and this sure is a 
place where I intend to make a lot of memories. I’m 
happy that I chose to study in Pakistan, and really 
grateful for all those who made me feel at home and 
helped me throughout. A part of me even fears 
another Maldivian coming to the same university and 
stealing my thunder! However, I wish all the best for this 
beautiful country.

PAKISTAN ZINDABAD!
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Movie Reviews
BY MAHAM MANDVIWALLA

THE ACT OF KILLING (2012)
Genre: Documentary
Similar to: Searching For 
Sugar Man, Inside Job

"All murderers are punished, 
unless they kill in large 
numbers, and to the sound 
of trumpets" – Voltaire 
(Shown in opening 
sequence)

IIn Indonesia in the mid-60s, 
more than a million people 
were murdered in a bloody 
anti-communist cull. In an attempt to eliminate the 
communist threat, gangsters that were hired and 
supported by the government carried out many of 
the killings. These gangsters have now not only 
escaped prosecution, but are also regarded as 
heroes and pillars of society for purging Indonesia of 
t h e communist threat – whether out of 
r e - spect or fear, it remains to be 

seen.
Joshua Oppenheimer, 

the director of the film 
The Act of Killing, 
adopts the unortho-
dox approach of 
documenting the 
perspective of the 

murderers, and not the survivors of this mass geno-
cide. He asks the gangsters to (theatrically) "create 
scenes about the killings in whatever way they 
wished"- in the style of old westerns, musicals, gang-
ster films – in order to reconstruct the atrocities they 
performed from their own perspective. The result is 
twisted to say the least, and at times even the gang-
sters themselves, in a surreal fit of conscience, find 
their own acts reprehensible.This is not an easy film to 
watch, but it is offers an opportunity no other docu-
mentary can  – to take a glance into the souls of mass 
murderers, and a society that has been brainwashed 
into celebrating their genocide.

MY WEEK WITH MARILYN (2011)
Genre: Drama, Biography
Similar to: The Great Gatsby, 
The Perks of Being a 
Wallflower

“All people ever see is 
Marilyn Monroe. As soon as 
they realize I’m not her, they 
run.” – Marilyn Monroe 
(Michelle Williams)

The film My Week With 
Marilyn is largely based on a 
book that a British docu-
mentary filmmaker, Colin Clark, claimed was a genu-

ine account of an intimate getaway he spent with 
Monroe in 1956 while they were shooting the famously 
unsuccessful film, The Prince and the Showgirl.The film 
is told from Colin’s perspective, played by Eddie 
Redmayne (Les Misérables), who falls hard for Monroe 
when she adopts him as her confidant. Dazzled by 
her charm and intrigue, he spends a week with the 
starlet to discover that there is more to her than what 
the world sees. Some scenes take a serious tone and 
foreshadow the doom towards which Monroe is 
ultimately headed, but for the most part the film is 
light-hearted and breezy.Michelle Williams (Shutter 
Island, Blue Valentine) portrays a beautiful rendition of 
Marilyn Monroe – although her figure might not be as 
voluptuous as the long-gone diva’s; the dewy-eyed 
looks, breathy voice and childish naivety that Monroe 
was famous for are all spot on. Monroe is perpetually 
harassed on set by her co-star Sir Laurence Olivier, 
played by Kenneth Branagh (Harry Potter, Valkyrie), 
whose evident distaste towards Marilyn’s natural 
intimacy with the camera make for an amazingly 
cutting dynamic between the two characters. This 
movie is a delightfully witty, classy and example of 
good British cinema, certainly worth a watch for 
anyone who enjoys a light-hearted drama.

WAAR (2013)
Genre: Action, Pakistani
Similar to: Khuda Kay Liye, Bol

“As long as history will be written by hunters, lions shall 
never be glorified.” – Mujtaba (Shaan)

Waar, also known as the, “Unstoppable Movie,” has 

attracted and engrossed 
many people due to its 
eccentric yet nationalistic 
viewpoint of Pakistan. A film 
apparently based on real 
events, Waar certainly tries 
its best to enthral the 
audience through thrilling 
combat scenes and realistic 
CGI effects. The movie starts 
off with an interrogation 
scene, where the dark hero 
of the film, Mujtaba (played 
by Shaan) uses his unorthodox methods to squeeze 
intel out of enemies of the state. The scene ends with 
a macabre, yet certainly exhilarating act that jolts the 
audience awake and into the action. The gist of the 
movie is your typical National Security concept; 
terrorists plan a massive attack in Pakistan, and it’s up 
to a team of military professionals to save the day. 
Although there were a mixed variety of scenes 
ranging from comedic exchanges to romantic 
dances, there were, unfortunately, quite a few points 
in the film where the acting and dialogue seemed 
forced. Being an English-language film, it was too 
obvious to identify the phony accents that some of 
the actors were trying to pull, which does kill the 
whole composition. The acting and dialogue could 
be better executed in some scenes, but other more 
illustrious parts wash out those sections that are partly 
underdeveloped. Waar certainly has its faults, but it’s 
the best thing to happen to Pakistani cinema in a 
long time, putting us at par with high-grossing 
Bollywood films. For those who have a love for blood 
and an unrestrained level of action, this movie is your 
cup of tea.
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tv Reviews
BY MAHAM MANDVIWALLA

LOUIE
Genre: Comedy, Stand-Up
Similar to: Seinfeld, Curb Your Enthusiasm

“Everything that’s difficult 
you should be able to laugh 
about.” – Louie (Louis C.K)

If there were ever a show 
that accurately parodied 
the human condition - the 
unalterable part of humani-
ty that is inherent and innate 
to human beings - this would 
be it. Louis C.K is the star 
comedian of the show Louie 
– a ‘sitcom’ currently in it’s 
third season that revolves around a middle-aged 
divorcee who occasionally takes care of his two 
daughters, a character loosely based on Louis C.K 
himself. Be warned – this is not your typical 
run-of-the-mill comedy. Louie is a show broken up into 
segments of stand-up and vignettes, that aims to 
pierce its audience with its relatable yet brutally 
honest humour - often about controversial issues but 
mostly about the absurdity of everyday life. It follows 
the ideology that there is something funny to be 
found even in the mundane, eventually leaving its 
viewers with an exaggerated outlook on Life that may 
be someone else’s, but feels all too familiar. For 
anyone who can try to take a step back and have a 
good laugh at himself or herself, this is definitely a 
show for you.

A YOUNG DOCTOR’S NOTEBOOK
Genre: Comedy, Stand-Up
Similar to: Sherlock, Ripper Street

“Save the world, one peasant at a time? Yes! I love 
your optimism, it’s adorable.” – Older Doctor (Jon 
Hamm)

Based on an autobiographical selection of stories 
from the 1920s by the Russian author Mikhail 

Bulgakov, A Young Doctor’s 
Notebook is a show that 

tells the grotesque yet 
comic tale of a young 
man’s development 
from newly minted 
medical student to 
full fledged practi-
tioner forced to work 

in a rural part of 

Russia. Boasting a star-studded cast including Daniel 
Radcliffe (Harry Potter) as the Young Doctor and Jon 
Hamm (Mad Men) as the Older Doctor, A Young 
Doctor’s Notebook is an addictive blend of comedy 
and tragedy. The series explores serious issues such as 
death and drug abuse, but with excellent comedic 
timing and eccentric side characters that keep the 
storyline light-hearted, and the audience enter-
tained. A particularly interesting technique employed 
in the series is the use of Jon Hamm’s character as an 
older, wiser Doctor speaking to his younger self 
(Daniel Radcliffe) as guide and mentor, emphasising 
the story’s retrospective tone. This is a story of a man 
coming into his own, but not without hardship and 
consequence – a reminder and warning of the vices 
even the brightest of men can fall prey to, and a 
pertinent watch for anyone studying in the medical 
field.

THROUGH THE WORMHOLE
Genre: Documentary, Science
Similar to: How The Universe Works, Planet Earth

“To learn how everything 
around us fits together, we 
have to break things apart.” 
– Morgan Freeman

Hosted by Morgan Freeman, 
Through The Wormhole is a 
documentary-style show 
that in each episode 
explores a theme or 
question related to our 
understanding of the 
Universe – Is There A 
Creator? How Did We Get Here? Is The Universe Alive? 
– and then attempts to delve into the science behind 
each one, ultimately leaving the viewer to decide the 
truth for themselves. The episodes are educational in 
their analysis of each theme; there are numerous 
interviews with researchers, professors and analysts on 
every subject, who form arguments for both sides of 
every topic particularly with reference to religion. But 
for those of you that don’t have much scientific 
background knowledge, fear not - the science is 
pretty abbreviated and easy to follow. At times the 
sequence of explanation tends to stray from the 
central topic and become monotonous, therefore 
the show has a tendency to become intermittently 
boring. All in all however, Through The Wormhole is an 
enlightening documentary series for anyone wanting 
a further understanding of the world around us.
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QUOTES
BY AMENAH JAFAREY

Words are in my not so humble opinion, our most inexhaustible source of 
magic, capable of both: inflicting injury and when will we learn that it’s 
not the shell we walk around in that matters, but the contents carried 

inside?
            
       TYLER KNETT GREGSON

What they dreamed, we live, and what they lived, we dream.
            
       TK WHIPPLE

Never be here again.
     
         HOMER, THE ILIAD

Welcome out of the cave, my friend. It’s a bit cooler out here, but the 
stars are just beautiful.

        PLATO

Words to keep inside your pocket
Phantasmagoria: A sequence of real or imaginary 
images like that seen in a dream.
Raconteur: One who excels at story-telling.
Sempiternal: Everlasting; eternal.
Ephemeral: Lasting a very short time.
Ethereal:  Extremely delicate and light in a way that 
seems too perfect for this world.
Susurrus: A whispering or rustling sound.
Vulticulus: Look, aspect, appearance.
Chimerical: Merely imaginary; fanciful.
Clinquant: Glittering; tinsel-like.
Whimsical: Playfully quaint or fanciful, in an appealing 
and amusing way.

Serendipidity: The occurrence and development of 
events by chance in a happy or beneficial way.
Poise: Graceful and elegant bearing in a person.
Hedonism: The belief that happiness is the only good 
thing in life.
Petrichor: The smell of rain.
Kalopsia: The delusion of things being more beautiful 
than they really are.
Noosphere: The sum of human thought, knowledge, 
culture.
Psithurism: The sound of wind in trees or rustling leaves
Euphonious: Pleasant, sweet in sound.

Words that don't have an English equivalent
Saudade (Portuguese): A feeling of longing, melan-
choly, or nostalgia for an absent something or some-
one.
Empacho (Mexican Spanish): Pain in the stomach or 
general discomfort after eating too much.
Mamihlapinatapei (Yagan - indigenous language of 
Tierra del Fuego): The wordless, yet meaningful look 
shared by two people who both desire to initiate 
something but are both reluctant to start.
Jayus (Bahasa Indonesia): A joke so poorly told and so 
unfunny that one cannot help but laugh.
Tartle (Scottish): The act of hestitating while introduc-
ing someone because you’ve forgotten their name.
Wabi-Sabi (Japanese): A way of living that focuses on 
finding beauty within the imperfections of life and 
accepting peacefully the natural cycle of growth 
and decay.
Greng-jai (Thai): That feeling you get when you don't 
want someone to do something for you because it 
would be a pain for them.

Yuputka (Ulwa): A word made for walking in the 
woods at night, it’s the phantom sensation of some-
thing crawling on your skin.
L’esprit de l’escalier (French): Literally, means stairwell 
wit - a too-late retort thought of only after departure.
Litost (Czech): A state of torment created by the 
sudden sight of ones own misery.
Meraki (Greek): Doing something with soul, creativity, 
or love. It’s when you put something of yourself into 
what you’re doing.
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